
EMERGENCY CRISIS
MANAGEMENT

Crisis Management
ERS has the unique ability to test your entire organization's 
response to a crisis, from emergency response team 
performance evaluation to your emergency and/or corporate 
management teams.

.

•  ERS Crisis Management Services:

    • Development of procedures and tools from the ground up or
their  incorporation  into  current  organizational  structures,
including the development of procedures
    • Includes activation kits, cheat sheets, development, printing
and production of manuals in durable damage resistant format,
as well as complete individual activation kits.
   • Review and audits of current crisis  procedures, skills  and
organizational capabilities, including a comprehensive review of
procedures  in  place,  with  a  detailed  report  on recommended
improvements to match international best practice.
 •  Training  individuals,  functional  teams  and  incident
management teams on their crisis management responses and
structures
   • Comprehensive training programs are provided starting with
the On-Scene Commander and working through the roles to the
leadership team.
   •  Testing of  team structures  and crisis  response, including
rehearsal drills, bureau et à grande échelle. Un moyen idéal pour
tester  les  performances  de  l’équipe  dans  un  environnement
contrôlé et réaliste.

Crises and other important
situations can occur when you

least expect them.
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EMERGENCY CRISIS 
MANAGEMENT

Risk Management
ERS is passionate about helping organizations realistically assess 
the true level of risk to their business by providing customers 
with tailored tools and procedures to protect their vulnerabilities 
and ensure compliance with risk management policies.

 ERS is able to provide the following risk management services:

• Risk Assessment                                                             
ERS can help you identify hazards, assess risks and 
recommend controls. Once complete, ERS will help you 
develop risk registers and incorporate them into your 
standard operating procedures.                                                
• Audits and Inspections                                    
Comprehensive review of current risks for your organization 
with a detailed report containing recommendations                
• Strategic risk management                                   
Complete review of your organization's risks with a detailed 
report containing recommendations. A comprehensive 
strategic risk management plan is provided to ensure your 
organization addresses all of its vulnerabilities while 
maximizing growth.                                                                   
• Business continuity                                               
Business continuity planning takes into account disasters 
that may affect your business. ERS is able to conduct 
comprehensive impact analyses, identify maximum 
allowable failures and develop effective procedures.              
• Security services               
ERS combines people, processes and integrated 
technologies to eliminate unnecessary risks, control 
unavoidable risks and reduce capital and operational costs.  
• Post-incident review and country risk assessment 
Analysis of the causes responsible for previous security 
incidents, fires or accidents enables decision makers to take 
action; avoid surprises leading to harm, loss or disruption; 
and prepare effectively for a variety of plausible futures.

ERS can provide desktop or
full-scale simulation exercises

to assess all levels of your
current crisis

Our Experience is 
Your Experience
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